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VOCABULARY 
 A. Fill in the blanks with the given words. One word is extra. 2 

 (pigeons - comunicative - calmly - effectively - compile) 
 1. She reacted surprisingly …………………. to the news of his death. 
 2. My mother likes to feed the…………………. in the Holy Shrine of Imam Reza. 
 3. We are trying to …………………. a list of suitable people for the job. 
 4. He wasn’t very …………………. and kept to himself.  
 

 B. Match the definitions with their words. One word is extra. 1 
 5. to organize and put in order. (….) a. contain 
 6. to have something inside (….) b. burst into tears 
 7. to be worthy (….) c. arrange 
 8. to cry suddenly (….) d. jump into 

 e. deserve  
 

 C. Fill in the blanks with your own words.  1 
 9. Students were asked to record their activities in a weekly ………………... 
 11. He looked at tiny stamp under a powerful ……………….. glass. 
 

GRAMMAR  
 A. Choose the best answer. 2 
 11. This product ……… at a low price for many years.  
  a. is sold b. have been sold c. are sold d. has been sold  
 12. Tom never works on Fridays, ……………?   
  a. doesn’t he b. does Tom c. does he d. doesn’t Tom   
 13. The papers ………… are over there ………….. yesterday.  
  a. which - corrected b. that - was corrected c. that - corrected d. which - were corrected   
 14. The woman ………… yesterday is coming to dinner. 
  a. whom you met b. which you met her  c. which you met d. whom you met her 
 

 B. Write the correct forms of the given verbs. 1 
 11. The room ………………… by Mary last week. (clean) 
 17. Your friends ……………….. English in the classroom, did they? ( speak )  
 

 C. Make active and passive sentences with the given words. 1 
 17. an email / yesterday / Sina / to / my father / sent / . 
  Active: ……………………………………………………….. . 
  Passive: ……………….……………………………………… . 
 

Writing  
 A. Complete the sentences with “and, but, or , so”. 2 
 18. He went to the restaurant ………… ordered food.  
 19. There is snow in the street, ……….. it’s not too cold. 
 21. My uncle was very tired, ………. he went to sleep. 
 21. I go out tonight, ……….. I take a rest. 
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 B. Complete the sentences. 2 
 22. That dictionary is expensive, so …………………….. . 
 23. I like learning Chinese, but ……………………………. . 
 
 C. Combine the two sentences with ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘or’ or ‘so’. 2 
 24. My brother has a lot of books. He never reads them. 
  ……………………………………………………………………………….. 
 25. You can buy this coat. You can buy those shoes. 
  ……………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 D. Rearrange the words to create correct sentences. 2 
 21. studies / Mary / but / she / cannot / the exam / pass / a lot 
  …………………………………………………………………..………………………. 
 27. Reza / the class / attend / in hospital / he / cannot / so / is 
  ……………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
 

Reading  
 A. Read the text carefully and then choose the best choices. 3 

We should make elderly people happy, but how can we do that? One way to do that is to 
(28)………. them whenever we see them. For example, we can kiss their hands or hug them 
(29)………. . We need to know that they took care of us when we (31)……….. . They were very 
(31)………. to dedicate their time and money for us to grow up. Now that we have grown up, we 
need to (32)………. their efforts. Smiling at them is always a good way to show our emotions for 
them, (33)………. it? 
 

 28.  a. respect  b. shout  c. inspire  d. invent 
 29.  a. lovingly  b. interestingly  c. effectively  d. suddenly 
 31. a. born  b. are born c. was born  d. were born 
 31. a. painful b. expensive  c. generous d. distinguished 
 32. a. forgive b. appreciate c. boost d. lower 
 33. a. is b. does c. isn’t d. doesn’t  

 
 B. Reading Comprehension: Read the passage carefully and answer its questions. 5 

There are several types of dictionaries. Dictionaries which explain words and how they are used; 
dictionaries which translate words from one language to another; dictionaries of biography 
which tell about famous people; and technical dictionaries which explain the meanings of 
technical words. A good dictionary also gives more information about words and how they are 
pronounced and list all the meanings of words to help people find the meaning that they look 
for. Usually the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is used for this purpose. A complete 
dictionary also tells you about the origin of words and the story behind them. For example, the 
words like 'pajamas', 'bazaar' and 'paradise' entered English from Persian. 

 True or False? 
 34. The word 'bazaar' is not English, originally.  ……….. 
 35. The word 'them' in line 8 refers to "words".  …….…. 
 Choose the correct answer. 
 31. Which one is closest meaning to "purpose" in line 7? 
  a. wish b. goal c. search d. meaning 
 Answer the following questions. 
 37. What does IPA stands for? 
  ………………………………………………… 
 38. What are the dictionaries of biography? 
  ………………………………………………… 

 Good Luck 
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Answer Keys 
VOCABULARY 

 A. 2 
 1. calmly 2. pigeons 3. compile 4. communicative 
 B. 1 
 5. (c) 1. (a) 7. (e) 8. (b) 
 C. 1 
 9. diary 11. Magnifying 
 

GRAMMAR  

 A. 2 
 11. (d) 12. (c) 13. (d) 14. (a) 
 B. 1 
 15. was cleaned 11. didn’t speak 
 C. 1 
 17. Active: My father sent an email to Sina yesterday. 
       Passive: An email was sent to Sina yesterday. 
 

WRITING  

 A. 2 
 18. and 19. but 21. so  21. or 
 B. 2 
 22. I can’t buy it. 
 23. don’t have enough time. 
 C. 2 
 24. My brother has a lot of books, but he never reads them. 
 25. You can buy this coat or those shoes. 
 D. 2 
 21. Mary studies a lot, but she cannot pass the exam. 
 27. Reza is in hospital, so he can’t attend the class. 
 

READING 

 A. 3 
 28. (a) 29. (a)  31. (d) 31. (c)  
 32. (b) 33. (c) 
 B. 5 
 34. True 35. True 
 31. (b) 
 37. International Phonetic Alphabet. 
 38. They tell about famous people. 

 
   Good Luck 
 


